STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT OF URBAN WATER AND SANITATION SERVICES

EXECUTIVE TRAINING FOR MANAGING DIRECTORS

25 to 30 November 2018
Colombo, Sri Lanka
A HIGH-LEVEL TRAINING FOR MANAGING DIRECTORS AND EXECUTIVE TEAM

Water and sanitation services President or Managing Director, Manager of Regulatory Authority or Asset Manager, Secretary of State, Head of Department in Ministries or National Director in charge of water resources in developing or emerging countries

GOAL

Manage your own strategic management model

Core objectives of integrated management:
- water resources management, human resources,
- non revenue water, performance...
- Operating and investment costs

Indicators’ boards and situation analysis
- Forecasting future development
- Sensitivity of various projections

YOUR TRAINING

Delivered by Jacques BERTRAND who has created this high-level training and who will be the main speaker.

With 30 years of experience as a Senior Executive, he unites ten years of research and academic expertise in strategic management. He is therefore particularly qualified to speak to senior executives. The training, very interactive, is based on a simulator that allows participants to immerse themselves in the situation of a Director General facing a near real situation. He must develop a strategy based on the concepts and tools he has learned, and pilot it over 15 years by working with all his stakeholders.

It’s intense, and surprising!

Strategic planning development on a 3 to 15 years scale

- Diagnostic and vision
- Change leading on a short and long term basis, decision making tools
- Social, political, economic and financial feasibility
- Interactive workshops with a strategy game (board game and online game)
- Strategic prospectives analysis
- Case study carried out by a serious game
Practical interventions on Management

Strategic planning methods and Modelling

In-depth case study analysis

Results-oriented expertise

Training with both Strategic courses and interactive workshops

Video of Training for Managing Directors on Strategic Management of urban water and sanitation services

Managing Directors’ training video, session2, November 2017, English

https://youtu.be/A8gRF2T_RMA

VENUE

Training will be held in Colombo, Sri Lanka. Accommodation is managed by the Water for All Chair

A trio of ceremonial elephants head along a street during the Day Perahera. Sri Lanka

Galle fort road on the seafront, Colombo, Sri Lanka
Fees
6,940 euros per person
Accommodation and meals included

REGISTRATION
Please contact Sandra Ceschin:
sandra.ceschin@agroparistech.fr / Opt@agroparistech.fr / +33 (0)4 67 04 71 13
or
Jean Antoine Faby, Director:
jean-antoine.faby@agroparistech.fr / +33(0)6 07 23 33 89

Under the supervision of the Ministry of Agriculture, AgroParisTech is the European leading institute for engineers and managers in life sciences and environment. It meets the 21st century major challenges: feeding mankind through sustainable management of land, conserving natural resources, encouraging innovations.

The ParisTech “SUEZ- Water for All” Chair aims to facilitate access to essential services in developing and emerging countries by reinforcing the skills of operational leaders and managers of urban water and sanitation services. The International Executive Masters OPT (IEM OpT) was created to expand the skills of leaders and executive managers who are needed by large urban water and sanitation utilities to move their service towards excellence in terms of quality and operational efficiency.